
TAOYUAN / CHANGHUA / CHIAYI /
TAICHUNG / MIAOLI / TAIPEI

(ALISHAN SUNRISE + SEA OF CLOUDS)
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Taoyuan Century Hotel or Hedo Hotel or similar class  x1 Night
Taichung Stay Hotel or Golden Pacific Hotel or similar class  x2 Nights
Alishan Gou Hotel or similar class    x1 Night
Taipei Aloft Beitou Hotels or similar class   x2 Nights

6 Breakfast / 2 Lunch / 2 Dinner

 Chiayi Turkey Rice
 Alishan Cuisine
 Aboriginal Cuisine
 Takao 1972 Hot Pot

SCHEDULE

ZhongLi Night Market - There are everything to eat, drink and play. The first half is 
mostly Hong Kong and Korean clothing, daily necessities, leisure and entertainment, 
etc...

Guihua Lane Art Village - Osmanthus Lane is a Japanese-style building located in 
front of the Lukang Guildhall. It was originally a Japanese-style dormitory group that had 
been idle for many years. Later, after re-planning and the arrival of artists, it is full of fresh 
breath and quite interesting.

Tsou Veoveoana Cultural and Creative Park - located at the foot of Alishan 
Mountain in Chiayi, the "Tsou Veoveoana Cultural and Creative Park" is a brand-new 
attraction created by 8 aboriginal tribes. You can not only enjoy wonderful singing and 
dancing performances,   also get close to and feed the sika deer. 

Alishan Scenic Area (Alishan Forest Railway) - Alishan has very rich forest 
resources, among which the cypress virgin forest is the most precious. The 
thousand-year-old trees in the area have been felled down, and the half-cut roots of the 
dead trees are also worth watching. Of course, attractions such as Sisters Pool are not to 
be missed. You can also take a small train to watch the sunrise in Alishan because the 
location and time of the four seasons are different (due to the revolution of the earth).

Taichung Mitsui Outlet Park - the first Taiwan seaport shopping city has a large 
Ferris wheel (at own expenses) with a height of 60 meters to enjoy the beautiful sea-view. 
And it is home to about 170 domestic and international famous brands of boutiques, 
Japanese style, sports and leisure, and entertainment. It is certain fun for eating and 
shopping

Arvin Rose & Common Jasmine-orange Forest - Rose Park is divided into j 
windward, welcoming, welcoming, classic, world, British, and variety of rose gardens. 
There is also a century-old Common Jasmine Orange qewing here, glass house, secret 
palm waterfall, Xinxin Qiubbite, Rose Corridor, Yunhai, Story House and other facilities.

Neiwan Old Street - Neiwan Theater - The local residents’ nostalgic old street 
feelings include tourist attractions such as Neiwan Station, Neiwan Theatre and Neiwan 
Bridge.

Tamsui Old Street - Tamsui Old Street has a long history, among which the cheap and 
high-quality Sea Breeze Restaurant is the most popular; snacks such as Danshui fish 
balls, fish cakes, iron eggs, and Ajie are the most popular, all of which are special snacks 
in Danshui Old Street.

Fisherman’s Wharf - A high-quality park that combines fishery development and 
sightseeing. The more than 330 meters of wooden plank road and lover bridge form a 
circular moving line, allowing visitors to experience the Fishing port style, standing on the 
trail and watching the sunset slowly fall from the horizontal surface.
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